Abstract. In 1977 Tore Dalenius described how partial disclosure about one secret can impact the confidentiality of other correlated secrets, and indeed this phenomenon is well-known in privacy of databases. The aim here is to study this issue in a context of programs with distributed secrets. Moreover, we do not assume that secrets never change, in fact we investigate what happens when they do: we explore how updates to some (but not all) secrets can affect confidentiality elsewhere in the system.
Introduction
This paper concerns information flow when secrets are distributed amongst several agents. For example, let X, Y and Z represent three agents with respective secrets x, y and z, where z = f(x, y) for some function f. In this basic scenario, each secret is correlated via a known function (f), so that if something is leaked about one of the secrets, then something is also leaked about the others.
Partial disclosure about one secret leading to collateral disclosure about another is well documented in privacy of statistical databases, and was first addressed by Dalenius [9] who argued that ideal designs for privacy should prevent it: "Nothing about an individual should be learnable from the database that cannot be learned without access to the database". Later he argued the infeasibility of such a strict goal, and more recently Dwork [11] addressed the same concern demonstrating that whenever there is a (known) correlation between two pieces of information, anything learned about one piece implies that something might also be learned about the other.
In secure programming generally, i.e. not just read-only databases, this corresponds to leaking information about a secret "high-level" variable x, which then consequentially leaks information about a different high-level variable z that does not appear in the program at all, but is known only via "auxiliary information" to be correlated with the initial value of x (as in z = f(x, y) mentioned above). Because of the generality of this programming-language perspective, we call this effect collateral leakage.
Our approach is information theoretic where we model secrets as probability distributions DX over some secret space X , and we assume that programs are mechanisms which can both update secrets and leak some information about them. Within this setting we study the broader phenomenon of collateral leakage where secrets might be distributed between several non-colluding agents, and where those secrets could be correlated.
We extend our recent work by using Hidden Markov Models (HMM 's) in a new way to handle collateral leakage. In particular we study how to analyse the system-wide impact of information leaks caused by program execution on some, but not all of the secrets. These issues have been addressed partially in other work, but here we bring all these results together and take them further. In summary, we do the following:
• We review standard HMM 's and show how to view HMM matrices as mappings from correlations expressed as distributions in DX 2 to correlations DX 2 , when the HMM is only able to update the second component in the product X 2 (Sect. 3.2).
• We show how this unusual view of HMM 's -as mechanisms that update correlations-can be used to study the impact of information flow on correlated secrets, even when those secrets are not mentioned in particular program fragments (Sect. 4), and we provide methods to calculate exact and approximate leakages. Full proofs of these results can be found at [3] .
• We illustrate some of our results on the analysis of a defence against side channels in cryptography (Sect. 5).
A particular novelty of this approach is "security refinement" which determines a partial order on HMM 's extending previous work [20] to HMM 's as correlation transformers. Refinement allows programs to be compared in a compositional manner: this does not seem possible with less general notions of leakage [21] .
Motivation: Correlated Passwords
2.1 Changing a Password: Is it Only "Fresh", or Actually "Different"?
The example of Fig. 1 contrasts two users' approaches to updating their passwords; for simplicity each password is just one letter, chosen from {A, B, C}. User Lax may update to any of the three, uniformly at random, including his current one; but User Strict must change his password, again uniformly, now choosing from only two of course. Because the original password X was uniformly distributed (which we assume for simplicity), in both cases the distribution of its final value is uniform as well; but an important difference, as we will see, is that for Lax the final X is independent of the initial X, while for Strict it is correlated.
// Password X is initially uniformly distributed over X = {A, B, C}.
"Lax" user
Fig. 1. Updating a password
In the second statement, at †, we confront (hostile) information flow: both users suffer an "over the shoulder" attack while logging in with their new password. We imagine that an observer hears a key-click and sees a key that is not being pressed: she thus learns one value that the new password definitely isn't. Figure 1 illustrates our concerns in a very simple way: the secret (password) is updated, and it is its final value the adversary wants to capture (indeed she will not be using its old value to hack this account). And yet -as we will seethird party agents can be affected.
One reason that in Fig. 1 it's natural to focus on the final state is that our aim (in program semantics) is to integrate security "correctness" with (ordinary) functional correctness of programs, i.e. to treat the two within the same framework [20] ; and since functional correctness (and correctness comparisons, i.e. refinement [22] ) is determined wrt. the final values a program produces, we should do the same for security correctness. Indeed it is in both cases the concentration on final values that allows small state-modifying programs, whether secure or not, to be sequentially composed to make larger ones [18] [19] [20] . Now the example above was constructed so that the two programs have the same final distribution and the adversary has the same knowledge of it -in both cases she knows exactly one value that the password is not. So are these programs equivalent in terms of their functional-and information-flow behaviour?
Here is where we encounter our criterion. As closed systems with a single secret, the password stored in variable X, Lax/Strict are indeed equivalent programs when the initial distribution is uniform. But they are not equivalent if we consider correlations between X and some other variable not mentioned in either, but present in a larger system with secrets distributed amongst other users. For example, suppose our young user selected his password X to be "the same as Dad's" that is stored in variable Z. And suppose Mum knows he did so.
So [9] and formalised by Dwork [11] . But (we believe) its impact has not been studied in respect of program refinement.
We stress the point that this phenomenon is truly remarkable if placed in the context of rigorous reasoning about programs generally. We have (var X; Lax) and (var X; Strict) are the same over uniform initial X (1) but (var Z; var X:= Z; Lax) and (var Z; var X:= Z; Strict)
What kind of familiar program algebra would invalidate an equality (1) because of variables added (2) that are not referred to by either program? The semantics of Lax and of Strict must differ in (1) as well.
In our extended HMM model described next, we show how Lax and of Strict are indeed modelled differently by keeping track of how programs change the correlation between initial and final program state. (In this case Son's initial and final passwords.) 3 HMM 's: Generalising Channels for Secure Refinement
Systems with Distributed Secrets
In a system of distributed secrets different secrets are handled by different system commands, possibly by different system components. Our aim here is to study the impact those commands have on all system secrets, whether or not they are part of any particular command. There are two reasons why this is important. The first is related to the issue raised by Dalenius, that a rigorous analysis of security must consider the prospect of the mechanism being executed in an environment where other secrets can be impacted. The second is related to compositionality in program semantics -the semantics must include enough detail so that conclusions drawn from local analysis of program fragments in isolation will be consistent with any emergent behaviours when those fragments are executed in larger contexts.
In our use of HMM 's detailed below we concentrate on showing how to use an analysis of an HMM in a compositional way -i.e. the analysis not only informs us about the leaks and updates to the variables described in a particular HMM matrix, but allows us as well to draw conclusions about leaks of other correlated variables if we consider the HMM to be executed as part of a larger system.
Review of the Channel Model for Quantitative Information Flow.
Traditional models of information flow use "channels" to model flows in so-called "mechanisms", i.e. stochastic matrices which describe the relationship between secrets of type X and observations of type Y. We recall first the standard notions of information flow in this setting, which we then extend to HMM 's.
Given channel matrix C, the entry C xy is the probability that y is observed given that the secret is x. Channel matrices are stochastic meaning that for each x, y: Y C xy = 1. We write α β for the type of stochastic matrices over α×β, thus C is of type X Y. A fundamental assumption is that the secret x, once set, never changes and the measurements of information flow that the channel model supports thus involve comparisons between the attacker's prior knowledge of the secret, and how that changes to posterior knowledge when observations Y are taken into account. The prior knowledge is captured by a probability distribution π: DX which assigns a probability π x to each possible value x: X ; posterior distributions emerge when π is combined with C and are calculated using Bayesian reasoning. For observation y and prior π, the posterior probability that the secret is x given observation y is C xy ×π x /( x : X C x y ×π x ). The vulnerability of a secret wrt. leaks can be assessed by measuring the extent to which the attacker can use the information leaked.
Notions of Vulnerability of Secrets and Leakage of Channels.
Vulnerability is a generalisation of entropy (of distributions), no longer necessarily e.g. Shannon but now others more adapted for secure programming, and whose great variety allows fine-grained control of the significance of the information that might be leaked [2] .
Given a state-space X , vulnerability is induced by a gain function over that space, typically g of type G W X = W→X →R, for some space of actions w: W. When W is obvious from context, or unimportant, we will omit it and write just g: GX . Given g and w (but not yet x) the function 1 g.w is of type X →R and can thus be regarded as a random variable on X . The range of W models a set of actions available to the attacker and the value g.w.x represents his gain if he picks w and the secret's value turns out to be x. His optimal average gain, or g-vulnerability is then
A particularly simple example is W=X with g.w.x = (1 if w=x else 0) so that the adversary gains 1 if he guesses correctly and 0 otherwise: we call this particular gain-function g id . A benefit of the more general W's is that they allow representation of many conventional entropy functions (including even Shannon), thus bringing them all within the same framework [21] . Given a g, prior π and a channel C we can model the expected conditional g-vulnerability as the maximal gain wrt. the channel C, or the average of the vulnerabilities of the posteriors:
Inspired by mutual information, we can define more general notions of leakage by comparing the g-vulnerability of a prior with the expected conditional 1 We write dot for function application, left associative, so that function g applied to argument w is g.w and then g.w.x is (g.w) applied to x, that is using the Currying technique of functional programming.
vulnerability. The multiplicative g-leakage of C wrt prior π and gain function g is the ratio between the posterior and prior g-vulnerabilities:
The capacity of a channel is the supremum of that leakage (4), but varying in its definition depending on whether the supremum is over either gain functions, or priors or both:
it is the most robust estimation of leakage, and can always be achieved for the uniform prior [1] , making it straightforward to calculate. Moreover L g id (∀, C) (also called ML(C)) provides an upper bound for information leakage computed from the traditional Shannon entropy. Thus if ML(C) is no more than k then this means that no more than k bits are leaked by C for any prior. Capacities are useful because if they can be computed for a given channel C we are able to argue that the channel's leaks are insignificant if its calculated capacity is small.
HMM 's Leak Information About Secrets and Update Them
The original model for HMM 's describes a two stage process acting on a secret in DX : first information about the secret is leaked, and then the value of the secret is updated. The first stage is equivalent to the action of a channel as described above, and the second stage is effected by a Markov transition. A Markov transition is also described by a matrix M (say) so that M xx is the probability that initial state x will result in final state x . An HMM-step then comprises a channel and a transition together, but acting independently on the initial state: we call C its channel and M its markov (lower case), and write (C:M ) of type X Y×X . Defined (C:M ) xyx = C xy ×M xx , it is a stochastic matrix with rows X and columns Y×X . In this way HMM 's generalise both Markov processes and channels, and can therefore model a program that both leaks secrets and updates them. We shall, in particular, study how to use HMM 's when there are distributed secrets.
We begin by generalising HMM steps in order to model behaviour of programs consisting of multiple leak and assignment steps. We define sequential composition for HMM 's which summarises the overall information flow: in fact sequential composition is a natural operator if we are using them to model programs. 
and note that it is again stochastic. Sequential compositions are strictly more general than the HMM -steps built directly from (C:M ) -that is, for some arbitrary composition (5) it does not necessarily correspond to a single step (C:M ) for some C and M . By keeping track of sequences of observations compositions of HMM -steps allow observers to accumulate multiple leaks over time and to draw conclusions based on their amalgamated knowledge. Returning now to our example at Fig. 1 For Strict the result is this HMM using (5) to form the composition (I c :M S1 ); (C 2 :I m ), we can write it as a single matrix X Y×X :
The labels •A, •B, •C denote the observations corresponding to those from C 2 . Notice that the rows are not identical, because the first HMM -step updates the state in a way dependent on its incoming value.
Observe that there is a great deal of information concerning the current and former values of X: for example, if the secret was originally uniformly distributed over the three values, and if •A is observed, then the probability that the initial state was A but is now B is 1/4. Preserving this information about initial and final correlations in the semantics is precisely how we can analyse the effect that leaks about X has on other variables (such as Z in Fig. 1 ). We therefore consider HMM 's to be transformers not of individual secrets, but rather of secret correlations in 2 Although the matrices C 2 and M S1 look the same, they are describing different aspects of the system.
DX
2 . When an HMM transforms a correlation, the first component remains unchanged, but the second is updated, as before, according to the HMM. Thus given a correlation between X of type X and some other secret X' (of the same type) the HMM now produces a joint distribution X ×Y×X which describes the correlation between the (unchanged) X', the observations, and the updated X.
Definition 1. Given an HMM H of type X
Y×X , and a distribution Π ∈ DX 2 , we write Π H: DX ×Y×X for the joint distribution defined:
The probability that y is observed is p y := x0,x (Π H) x0yx . Given that y is observed, the (posterior) probability that the correlation is now (x 0 , x) is defined by:
When Π * is the correlation Π * (x0,x) = 1/3 if and only if x 0 = x, then (Π * Strict) allows us to compute the chance that the correlation between initial and final values, given that A is observed: in that case the chance that initial state was A and the final is now B is 1/4, but the chance that the final state is the same as the initial is 0.
Next, we extend the definition of refinement of abstract HMM 's in closed systems [18, 20] to take correlations into account. 
Definition 2. Let

Reasoning About Distributed, Correlated Secrets
We return now to a system of distributed secrets described by X and Z, and we study how to model information flow about Z when only X is updated by a program fragment. Given an HMM H : X Y×X representing such a fragment, we can describe the effect that H has on some initial correlation Π : D(X ×Z) between X and Z by computing the joint distribution J: D(Z×Y×X ): n of the H n just before -we can abstract only at the very end. In the special case however where each H is an HMM -step (C n :M n ), the calculation of the effective channel can be somewhat decomposed.
Lemma 3. Let H be an HMM and (C:M ) an HMM-step. Then
xy 2 is parallel composition of channels. The M cannot be discarded, since it affects the prior of the "tail" H of the sequential composition.
We see in the example above that we do not have to construct the full HMM, and then reduce it as we did at (8) but instead just perform the matrix multiplication of its components, so that chn.Strict = M S1 ·C 2 . Even with Lemma 3, in general chn.H can be challenging to compute because its size (given by the number of columns in the stochastic matrix representation) grows exponentially with the number of single-step HMM 's, in the definition of H, that have nontrivial channel portions. We give an example of such a calculation in Sect. 5 (fast exponentiation for cryptography).
On the other hand, if we want to compute only the collateral capacity, we can obtain at least an upper bound at considerably less cost, without the need to compute chn.H exactly. The following provides an upper bound for L ∀ (∀, chn.H), and requires only linear resources.
Lemma 4. For any H let CCap.H be defined
CCap.
In fact Lemma 4 provides a very robust estimate of the collateral capacity of an HMM, since it does not mention Z or the correlating Π. And it is the best possible general bound, achieving equality for some examples, e.g. Fig. 1 : CCap for Strict is log(3/2), and for Lax it is log 1 = 0, confirming that Strict leaks some information about correlated secrets whereas Lax leaks nothing. Both these values are equal to the calculated leakages in their given scenarios. It is also easy to calculate since for any channel we have from [1] 
where Υ X is the uniform prior on X . In cases where we know the correlation Π (and thus Z), we can compute the collateral capacity by identifying the optimising gain function in Definition 4. 
H).
This shows that it is possible to construct the gain-function that maximizes the collateral capacity, and even allows its exact calculation. Moreover, it also shows that the collateral capacity of H wrt. Z can be understood as regular g-leakage of H wrt. the initial state of X .
The next theorem is more general, and gives an upper bound over all possible correlations: it is determined by the extremal leakage of the initial prior π: DX , thus easy to calculate [1] .
Theorem 3. Given H and Π as above, Υ X is uniform on X , then
where π,
Note that when X,Z are completely correlated, i.e. when ⇐ Π and ⇒ Π are both the identity, the inequality in Theorem 3 becomes equality. Finally we note that the separation of information flow from state updates sometimes does simplify sequences of HMM steps, when either the chn.H or mkv.H contains no probabilistic updates, then the channel can be approximated by (chn.H : mkv.H). We provide details at [3] .
Case Study: Side Channel Analysis
Keys for public-key cryptography are best if independent, but that is not to say that they necessarily are: recently [16] discovered an unexpected sharing of the prime numbers used to generate them. Although that discovery concerned public keys (and hence also the private keys), it makes the point that we cannot assume not-yet-discovered correlations do not exist between private keys alone. That motivates our example here, the collateral leakage from a fast-exponentiation algorithm that might compromise someone else's private key.
// B for base, the cleartext; E for exponent, the key: precondition is B,E >= 0,0 . // P for power, the ciphertext. Although our state comprises B,E,P,D,R we concentrate only on the secrecy of E. In particular, we are not trying to discover B or P in this case; and D,R are of no external significance afterwards anyway.
Fig. 2. Defence against side channel analysis in exponentiation, Exp(B,E)
Figure 2 implements fast exponentiation, with a random choice of divisor to defend against a side channel that leaks program flow (of a conditional) [24] . Since the program code is public, that leak is effectively of whether divisor D exactly divides the current value of E, which value is steadily decreased by the update at the end of each iteration: thus additional information is leaked every time. In the standard (and fastest) algorithm the divisor D is always 2, but that ultimately leaks E's initial value exactly, one bit (literally) on each iteration. The final value of E is always zero, of no significance; but its initial value represents collateral leakage about subsequent use of this same key (obviously), but also the use of other apparently unrelated keys elsewhere [16] . The obfuscating defence is to vary the choice of D unpredictably from one iteration to the next, choosing it secretly from some set D, here {2, 3, 5} although other options are possible. The divisor D itself is not leaked.
Since the output of Exp(B, E) of Fig. 2 is a function of its inputs, and as mentioned above its behaviour can be summarised by a single-step HMM, of the form (chn.Exp(B, E):"Output B E "). Thus our task is to compute chn.Exp(B, E). We modelled the loop as a sequential composition of HMM -steps for a fixed number of iterations and used Lemma 3 to construct a channel that captures the leakage of information about the initial state of the program. We assumed that all variables are secret, and that every iteration leaks some information at the if statement "if R!= 0", revealing whether the (hidden) R at that point is 0 or not, and therefore possibly information about the other variables too. Interesting however, is that although this leak appears to be standard, the obfuscation provided by the choice of R means that overall the calculation of chn.Exp(B, E) shows that the information leak is highly probabilistic, the more randomness provided by D. We provide detailed calculations in [3] of the construction of the HMM 's. Although our calculation is wrt. the uniform prior on E, and even though we do not know the extent of any correlation between this key E and others used elsewhere, by using the multiplicative capacity [1, Sect. VI.C], we can bound the maximum leakage about the initial value of E with the mincapacity of such a channel. Furthermore, by relying on Theorem 3 we can see that this min-capacity can also be used as a bound on the collateral leakage with respect to any other secret that might be correlated to E. For example, if E has 8 bits then a maximum of 3.51 of those bits of E's initial state will be leaked; moreover no more than of 3.51 of bits of any other secret Z in the system, that could be correlated to E will be leaked. This is therefore a very robust upper bound on the impact of system-wide leakage. Our table Fig. 3 confirms that the larger the divisor set D, the less effective is the side channel; and the protection is increased with more bits for E.
Related Work, Conclusions and Prospects
In this paper we have studied information leakage in systems where several secrets are distributed across a system. We have demonstrated how to use an HMM model to analyse collateral leakage in programs where some, but not all, secrets can change. We have shown that when correlations are present across the system, the impact of collateral leakages can still be predicted by local reasoning on program statements that process particular subsets of secrets. Our model represents the first step towards a general method for analysing leakages in distributed contexts.
Our work extends classical analyses of quantitative information flow which assume that secrets do not change. Early approaches to measuring leakage are based on determining a "change in uncertainty" of some "prior" value of the secret -although how to measure the uncertainty differs in each approach. For example Clark et al. [6] use Shannon entropy to estimate the number of bits being leaked; and Clarkson et al. [8] model a change in belief. The role of capacity when the prior is not known was stressed by Chatzikokolakis et al. [5] . Smith [23] demonstrated the importance of using measures which have some operational significance, and this idea was developed further by introducing the notion of g-leakage to express such significance in a very general way. The partial order used here on HMM 's is the same as the g-leakage order explored in by Alvim et al. [1] , but it appeared also in even earlier work [18] . Unlike information flows that e.g. only use Shannon entropy, our based on gain functions respects composition of programs, making it suitable for equality reasoning in algebras [20] .
More recently Marzdiel et al. [17] analysed information flow of dynamic secrets, using a model based on probabilistic automata. This reflects a view that in general systems secrets are not necessarily static. In other work [20] we have explored a model based on the analysis of final states only, but it cannot be used to explore general correlations with fresh variables, as we do here.
Clark et al. [7] give techniques for static analysis of quantitative information flow based on Shannon entropy for a small while-language. Extended HMM 's for modelling side channels have been explored by Karlof and Wagner [14] and Green et al. [13] for e.g. key recovery. We note that in Sect. 5 our quantitative capacity bounds on side channels are valid even for collateral leakage, when the program is executed as a procedure call. In Sect. 5 we observe that there is a relationship between reducing the impact of a side channel and the performance of the algorithm. Others [10] have explored this trade-off between confidentiality and performance using a game theory setting.
Bordenabe and Smith [4] explore collateral leakage in the context of a static secrets, and our work can be seen as a generalisation of their approach when secrets can be updated. Kawamoto et al. [15] also study gain function leakage for complex systems made from components. Their focus is different to ours in that they consider how to decompose a channel in order to compute the leakage more easily; they do not deal with the general problem of collateral leakage.
